by Greg McKellar

Hammer Films is a London-based film production company that dominated horror films from the late 1950s to the early ‘70s.
Hammer played a significant part in resurrecting interest in horror cinema with movies featuring classic monsters (Christopher
Lee as Dracula, as Frankenstein’s monster and as the Mummy, and Oliver Reed as the Werewolf). Hammer gained notoriety for
infusing horror films with more blood and sex and action.
In 1966, Hammer released The Reptile which featured an original monster concept
by make-up effects artist, Roy Ashton. Ashton was responsible for the concepts for
Chris Lee’s makeup in The Curse of Frankenstein and The Mummy, and Oliver Reed’s
make-up in Curse of the Werewolf. The execution of Ashton’s design for the Reptile
were not as successful as the others and that’s putting it kindly.
One critique of The Reptile make-up effects: “The makeup was absolutely awful: the
facial appliance looks like a pâpier-maché carnival mask with badly-painted pingpong balls for eyes and – in some of the publicity stills but not the movie – a forked
tongue. This was not one of Roy Ashton’s better efforts….” Ashton himself admitted
that it took only an hour to apply the creature’s make-up to actress Jacqueline
Pearce.
Because the Reptile is seen so fleetingly on screen, the tragedy and horror of the
make-up effects is not fully realized in the film.
Upper Left: movie poster; Below:
publicity shot and stills from The
Reptile; Above: publicity shot and stills
from film

Somehow, though, the Reptile
remains a compelling character
among garage kit artists. Several
small scale garage kits and busts
of The Reptile have been produced
over the years. However, doing a
credible 1:1 scale bust of the
character presented challenges
because of the poor execution of
the movie make-up.
With this in mind, sculptor Joe
Simon was tasked with sculpting the Reptile bust with screen-credible detailing that was more realistic than the original make-up
but he had to so without making too many modifications to Ashton’s work. Once that was done, GK artist Greg McKellar was also
tasked with giving her a screen-credible finish with realistic reptile coloring and eyes. As usual, Greg came through. Thanks,
Greg, for making Black Heart look good.
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Until I was approached by Black Heart for this project, I had never heard of Hammer Films’ The Reptile. It was described as one of those
films that, among Hammer fans, has hit cult status. Curiously, two of the movie databases that I use for research didn’t mention the film at all
in the Hammer filmography. In preparation for this article, I obtained the movie on DVD and, while it had the usual Hammer production
values, it fell way short of delivering a character that that could launch a franchise.
After watching the film, I calculated the screen time given to a full on facial assault of this She-Snake to no more than three or so minutes,
and for good reason. Roy Ashton’s Reptile make-up failed miserably. This was particularly disappointing given the fact that he was the artist
responsible for the design used in Curse of The Werewolf. Considering the final results, is it any surprise that Ashton took only one hour to
apply the monster make-up? I spend more time than that shaving!!
Prep and Primer
I must say that I had serious doubts about this project
when Black Heart approached me. But, when I received
the bust, I was blown away by all the rich detail Joe
Simon incorporated into the sculpture. The texture of
the dress is incredible and there are lots of textures all
over the bust. She looks like a believable creature and
that is saying a lot considering those big googly eyes.
Too bad Joe wasn’t around to show the movie’s
producers how to do it in 1966. His sculpture is what she
could have been (I still would have re-thought those eyes
though).
There was not much prep to do on this kit. The casting
by Mark Brokaw and Earthbound Studios was flawless.
The kit includes the main figure, pony tail (so cute, it
even has a scrunchy), and the modeler’s choice of upper
choppers. I put brass rods in the ponytail, for gluing
later, and in the teeth so they can be switched out if
desired.
I did a bit of masking and then primered her face with
white and her hair, ponytail and rear of her base in
black.
The Skin..Scales
Every still frame I could come up with seemed to have a
different color scheme. She as definitely made up
differently from the film than in the promotional shots.
Even the eye color changes constantly. Given she is a
snake there is no end to the colors and patterns you
could use on her. I was requested to do what I could to
mimic what was on screen but also to use some artistic
license and have some fun with it.
In some stills and in parts of the movie, the creature
looked to be an olive drab color resembling a Sherman
tank. In other stills and at times in the film, there seemed
to be a hint of gold overtones in her scales.
I researched snake coloring for reference and kind of liked
the Green Snake or Green Viper. Although this is a very
bright green, I thought it would be a good start for The
Reptile.

Green Viper

After I primered her, I began loosely spraying FW inks, Yellow Ochre on the upper half of her face and sealed with Krylon Matte
spray.

My first thought was to add flesh tones to the lower half in order to suggest a human under there somewhere. I made a wash of
LiquiTex Phalo Green and brushed it over her entire face then wiped off to highlight the recesses. I used Dark Blue to deepen the
crevasses between the large scales In the spirit of experimentation, I took Garage Kits (GK) Garage Kit Flesh and added it below the
scale line.

Next, I mixed FW Olive Green, Grey, and Black to tone down
the very bright yellow-green that was developing. Then, I
dry-brushed some white on the larger scales thinking that
going with a brighter green on top of that would punch it up a
bit. That also brought out all the fine detail in the sculpt
I was asked to try and give her scales some gold overtones. I
took some Anita’s All Purpose Metallic Craft Paint #11210
Antique Gold which I picked up at Hobby Lobby really cheap.
They are very translucent and make for some very interesting
effects. For instance you can lay silver down and add gold on
top and it will change back and forth between the two as you
rotate the piece in the light.
I VERY lightly dry-brushed the gold on the larger scales and
then gave them a light over spray of a darker Olive Green.
The gold comes through as you move the piece around in the
light. Unfortunately, you can’t see this effect in still shots.
On the upper half of the forehead I added some dark turquois blue just to break it up a bit and make it more visual. I spent a good
deal of time tweaking the look with yellow, blue, and green highlights and shadows. I just kept experimenting while trying not to
mess up. Again with this particular creature you are limited only by your imagination. There is no wrong look for her.

Mouth
I liked one particular photo of her with dark lips. So, I painted the lips per usual with
some light rose flesh color. Then I took black pastel and covered the lips, just as if
she had put make-up on.
The entire inside of the mouth was done in GK Flesh, then I darkened the tongue with
GK Transparent Tongue. And added a little purple pastel in the center and edges.
The gums were painted with GK Garage Kit Flesh and recesses were darkened with
red pastel where needed.
I left the teeth unpainted but used some grey pastel to add some depth along the
gum line and recesses in the teeth.

Clothing
The Reptile’s dress has a meticulous honeycomb or scale pattern, amazing work by sculptor Joe Simon. I wanted to make the dress
as dark as I could and still keep that pattern noticeable. In the film she has a very dark blue-gray dress with a pattern of lighter
grey vertical designs. I thought to bring in the dark blue and see what happens.
First a coat of FW ink Turquois, Grey and Black were applied.
I didn’t like it so I wiped it off and of course the pattern remained. Hmmm, what to do. I knew I had to go for a more opaque paint.
I took some Reaper Series paint #09020, Twilight Blue, thinned it down and sprayed it over the area. I thought it covered pretty
well and the design was still visible but the dress was still too light in hue. I took out some ComArt Transparent Smoke and thinned
it down. This was applied over the entire surface and some deep shadows in the material were made with this mixture.
Fortunately, the thinned under coat of Twilight Blue made for some natural highlights. Again, experimentation and the lack of fear
to start all over again, paid off for me.
The Eyes
Oh man! When I look at the
Reptile’s eyes, they remind me of
the old 1960s Weird-ohs hot rod
models. The old tune,”Barney
Google With The Goo Goo Googly
Eyes” comes to mind. Those eyes
were, without question, the worst
element of that horribly executed
make-up design.

My hope was that a metallic look
for the iris with some translucent
coloring overlaid would be a
significant improvement to the
look of the film’s original make-up
while also staying somewhat
faithful to that original design.
I painted on some acrylic copper
and...I hated it!!! My plan is out
the window. I decided to do
something more realistically
reptilian.
Now… there’s a concept.
I came up with a new plan of
attack and there was no way that
plan was going to include imitating
those horrifically amateurish,
poorly-painted ping-pong ball,
sunny-side-up-egg-looking make-up
effects used in the movie.
First, I puttied and sanded off the
sculpted pupils. I decided to
introduce some color that would be
in direct contrast with her green
face. I decided to get rid of the
white sclera.
I mixed FW ink Crimson with a
little Grey and made subtle
squiggles over the entire surface of
the eyes. I lightly sprayed Yellow
Ochre over it and then made White
squiggles on top of that. Then I
covered the eye again with Yellow
Ochre.
After that was dry, I masked everything but the iris and started
painting.

I painted the iris using these colors in the following order:









Black FW ink was lightly prayed over the Iris
Copper was then spattered over the black
Gold was spattered over the copper
White was spattered over the gold
Thinned FW Yellow Ochre was sprayed over the whole thing
Thinned FY ink Crimson was used for some highlights
Black pastel to smooth the edges
Black slit pupils with white outline

This is what I wound up with. And then I finished the eyes with three coats of gloss.
Well, she isn’t exactly
screen accurate but I really
like her menacing pose and
bright colors. This piece was
a step just outside of my
comfort zone but I am
pleased with the result.
Thanks to the folks at Black
Heart for the opportunity to
try something different. This
piece has encouraged me to
look into doing more alien
creatures and such.
Sculptor Joe Simon and
Black Heart did a great job
with a character that has a
place somewhere in movie
monster hisssssssssssstory.

So, all you Hammer fans, get ready to open a space in your collection for “The Reptile”. She certainly slithered her way into my
psyche while helping me to try out a few new painting techniques.

Greg
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